
loop
1. [lu:p] n

1. 1) петля
loop of the oar - валёк весла

2) ав. петля Нестерова, мёртвая петля
3) петля (фигурное катание)
4) кино петля плёнки или фильма(в киноаппарате)
2. анат. ганглий, нервный узел
3. тех. грузовой бугель, хомут; петля
4. физ. пучность (волны )
5. 1) окружная железная дорога
2) обгонный путь
6. спец. замкнутая система
7. 1) петля (трубопровода)
2) элк. контур схемы

control loop - спец. контур управления
3) вчт. цикл (программы ЭВМ)

loop counter - счётчик цикла
loop termination - выход из цикла
nested loops - вложенные циклы, кратные циклы

8. мед. «спираль» (внутриматочное противозачаточное приспособление; тж. Lippes loop)
9. (the Loop) Луп, деловой район Чикаго
10. арх. = loophole I 1

2. [lu:p] v
1. делать петлю

to loop the loop - ав. делать мёртвую петлю /петлю Нестерова/
2. закреплять петлей
3. образовывать петли; перекручиваться
4. элк. образовывать контур

Apresyan (En-Ru)

loop
loop [loop loops looped looping ] noun, verbBrE [lu p] NAmE [lu p]

noun

1. a shape like a curve or circle made by a line curving right round and crossing itself
• The road went in a huge loop around the lake.
• Duclair is a small town on a loop of the RiverSeine.

2. a piece of rope, wire, etc. in the shape of a curve or circle
• He tied a loop of rope around his arm.
• Make a loop in the string.
• a belt loop (= on trousers/pants, etc. for holding a belt in place)

3. a strip of film or tape on which the pictures and sound are repeated continuously
• The film is on a loop.
• (figurative) His mind kept turning in an endless loop.

4. (computing) a set of instructions that is repeated again and again until a particular condition is satisfied

5. a complete ↑circuit for electrical current

6. (BrE) a railway line or road that leaves the main track or road and then joins it again
7. the Loop (US, informal) the business centre of the US city of Chicago

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: of unknown origin; compare with Scottish Gaelic lùb ‘loop, bend’ .
 
Example Bank:

• Put the other end of the string through the loop.
• The audio tape runs in a continuous loop lasting thirty minutes.
• positive and negative feedback loops
• He attached the keys to a belt loop on his jeans.

Idioms: ↑in the loop ▪ ↑knock somebody for a loop ▪ ↑loop the loop ▪ ↑out of the loop

 
verb

1. transitive ~ sth + adv./prep. to form or bend sth into a↑loop

• He looped the strap overhis shoulder.
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• The horse's reins were looped around its neck.

2. intransitive + adv./prep. to move in a way that makes the shape of a↑loop

• The river loops around the valley.
• The ball looped high up in the air.

Verb forms:

Word Origin:
late Middle English: of unknown origin; compare with Scottish Gaelic lùb ‘loop, bend’ .

Example Bank:
• The horse's reins were looped around its neck.

loop
I. loop 1 /lu p/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1300-1400; Origin: Perhaps from Scottish Gaelic lub 'loop, bend']
1. SHAPE OR LINE a shape like a curve or a circle made by a line curving back towards itself, or a piece of wire, string etc that has
this shape

loop of wire/rope/string etc
A loop of wire held the gate shut.

belt loop (=a loop of material for holding a belt on trousers etc)
2. COMPUTER a set of operations in a computer program that are continuously repeated
3. FILM/MUSIC a film or music loop contains images or sounds that are continuously repeated
4. be in the loop/be out of the loop informal to be or not be part of a group of people who make important decisions
5. knock/throw somebody for a loop American English informal to surprise and upset someone
6. ROAD/RAILWAY British English a road or railway line that leaves the main road or track and then joins it again further on

II. loop 2 BrE AmE verb
1. [intransitive and transitive] to make a loop or make something into a loop

loop something over/around etc something
He looped the rope over the post.

2. [intransitive] to move in a circular direction that forms the shape of a loop:
The ball looped over the goalkeeper into the back of the net.

3. loop the loop to fly a plane up and around in a circle so that the plane is ↑upside down for a time
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